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Abstract: The United Nations has predicted the growth of the human population to reach 8.405 billion
by mid-2023, which is a 70% increase in global food demand. This growth will significantly affect
global food security, mainly marine resources. Most marine resources exist within complex biolog-
ical food webs, including predator–prey interactions. These interactions have been researched for
decades by mathematicians, who have spent their efforts developing realistic and applicable models.
Therefore, this paper systematically reviews articles related to predator–prey models considering the
harvesting of resources in marine protected areas. The review identifies future remodeling problems
using several mathematical tools. It also proposes the use of feedback linearization consisting of both
the approximation and exact methods as an alternative to Jacobian linearization. The results show
that in an optimal control analysis, adding a constraint in the form of population density greater than
or equal to the positive threshold value should be considered to ensure an ecologically sustainable
policy. This research and future developments in this area can significantly contribute to achieving
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) set for 2030.

Keywords: mathematical model; predator–prey; harvesting; fishery management; marine protected
area; growth population; Sustainable Development Goals; food security

1. Introduction

The human population is currently experiencing continuous growth and is projected
to reach 8.405 billion by mid-2023, as reported by the United Nations (UN) [1]. This
growth would undoubtedly lead to an increased demand for food worldwide. However,
a significant portion of the global population still lacks access to sufficient food, raising
concerns about potential disruptions in food security. By 2050, experts predict that the
demand for food will soar, surpassing the current food demand by 70% [2].

Food security is a pressing global concern, and world leaders have recognized the
significance of this issue by incorporating it into the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
program. Based on an annual report by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO),
the issue of food security has yet to be fully resolved, and the target to achieve it by 2030
leaves the entire population with seven to eight years [3]. In the SDGs program, four of the
seventeen goals set are closely tied to food security. Among these, Goal 14 is intended to
protect marine ecosystems, which have declined substantially in recent decades, mainly
due to fishing activities [4]. This decline has endangered numerous commercially harvested
marine organisms, including mammals, birds, turtles, and some fish species [5]. There
has been a significant surge in the consumption of aquatic food in recent years, and this
trend is expected to continue [6]. With the increasing global population and changing
dietary habits, the demand for aquatic food products tends to put significant pressure on
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marine ecosystems. Addressing food security and preserving marine ecosystems requires
the coordinated efforts of all nations.

Preliminary research plays a vital role in achieving the SDGs program, specifically
regarding addressing food-security issues through various scientific fields. One critical area
where these investigations are expected to contribute is in managing fishery populations,
as marine habitats serve as a significant source of human food. In this context, mathematics
plays a significant role through mathematical modeling. Mathematical models allow for the
formulation of real-world problems. These are described in mathematical terms or forms,
providing valuable insights and solutions. Mathematical models are extensively used
in fishery population management, particularly to understand predator–prey dynamics.
For example, the problem of prudently managing Haliotis rubra abalone has driven the
development of several mathematical models [7–9].

Predator–prey interactions are a common phenomenon in nature, where one or more
species serve as prey, becoming food resources for several predators. To mathematically
describe such interactions, the Lotka–Volterra model was proposed by Alfred J. Lotka
and Vito Volterra. This model is widely used in ecological research to understand the
dynamics of predator–prey relationships. According to Ibrahim [10], the Lotka–Volterra
predator–prey model for two species is stated as follows{

dx
dt = ax− bxy
dy
dt = cxy− dy

. (1)

The predator–prey interaction model involves two variables, x and y, representing
the densities of the prey and predator populations, respectively. Several parameters are
essential in this model, a, b, c, and d, which depict the per capita growth rate of the prey
population, the predation rate of prey, the growth rate of the predator population due to
predation, and the mortality rate of predators, respectively. In the presence of selective
harvesting, the model for one predator and prey affected by harvesting is stated as follows.{

dx
dt = ax− bxy− q1e1x
dy
dt = cxy− dy− q2e2y

, (2)

where qi and ei for i = 1, 2 are the catchability and effort level of prey (i = 1) and predator
(i = 2) species, respectively. The functions q1e1x and q2e2y in Equation (2) are based on the
CPUE (catch per unit effort) hypothesis, as stated by Ibrahim [10].

In systems involving predator–prey dynamics and harvesting, the exclusive exploita-
tion of predators can lead to increased competition among prey and raise the risk of other
species going extinct. A high predator abundance leads to a decrease in prey population
density and fosters competition among these species. A decline in predator density can
slow down the growth and reproduction of prey. On the other hand, when only prey are
harvested, it could affect the growth of predators, potentially leading to predator extinc-
tion in circumstances where excessive harvesting of prey occurs. When both species are
over-harvested, it ultimately leads to their extinction [11]. To tackle the issue of overex-
ploitation, fishery managers must find effective solutions. One alternative policymakers
can adopt is the use of a realistic and correct mathematical model of predators–prey and
harvesting in fishery ecosystems. This model allows policymakers to identify sustainable
harvesting strategies that maintain balanced predator–prey population densities, ensuring
the long-term viability of both food and the fish population. By using this model, fishery
managers can make informed decisions to preserve ecological stability and safeguard the
sustainability of marine resources.

Several traditional strategies for managing fisheries’ resources have been researched,
such as maximum sustainable, economic, and good yields. However, there is another
strategy known as marine reserve or protected areas (MPAs). Unlike species-based methods,
this strategy focuses on spatial considerations by dividing the marine zone into reserve
and harvesting areas. The primary goals of an MPA are to enhance biodiversity and restore
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depleted fish stocks [4]. Fishing activities are restricted or prohibited by designating certain
areas as reserves, allowing marine ecosystems to recover and flourish. As a result, MPAs can
lead to increased catches in adjacent harvesting zones, benefiting both the fish population
and the fishing industry [12]. When traditional strategies fall short, MPAs are considered a
critical tool for biological conservation and sustainable resource management [4].

Based on previous research, marine reserve policy is an important solution for address-
ing food-security issues. Many mathematicians have conducted research on the predator–
prey mathematical model considering marine reserves and harvesting areas [5,10,12–29].
This research aims to systematically review this model in the context of fishery ecosystems
using the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
method. The PRISMA method uses detailed flow diagrams to enhance the suitability of
collecting articles on the topic under review [30]. This process has three main stages, namely
collection, selection, and review. The articles reviewed were sourced from the Scopus, Sci-
ence Direct, Dimensions, and Web of Science databases. The articles were filtered through
duplicate selection, relevance checks on titles and abstracts, the availability and relevance
assessment of full papers, and, finally, reviewing the model and methods presented in the
selected articles. The research discussed opportunities for further investigations in this area,
aiming to contribute to solving food-security problems through mathematical modeling.
In particular, these mathematical models aid policymakers in managing fisheries’ natural
resources sustainably, preventing resource depletion and ensuring fishermen continue to
gain profits (Supplementary Materials).

2. Research Methodology

This research reviewed mathematical models of predators in harvesting areas and na-
ture reserves within fishery ecosystems using the PRISMA method. This method employed
systematic flow diagram to ensure the articles selected for review were highly relevant to
the topic discussed [30]. By adopting this method, the research maintained a rigorous and
organized method, enhancing the credibility and accuracy of the review process.

Systematic review process in this research comprised three main stages, with the first
two following the PRISMA method. The initial stage involved collecting articles, which
occurred on March 7th, 2023. During this stage, a specific keyword was used to search the
Scopus, Science Direct, Dimensions, and Web of Science databases. The keywords applied
to each database are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. A summary of the article collection results for the four databases, namely Scopus, Science
Direct, Dimensions, and Web of Science.

Keywords
The Amount of Data from (Articles)

Total
Scopus Science Direct Dimensions Web of Science

(“harvest” OR “harvesting”)
AND (“predator” OR “prey”)
AND (“model” OR “system”)

106 318 1248 1171 2843

In this systematic literature review, data filtering was meticulously performed for each
keyword in four distinct databases.

1. Scopus database
2. Search within: Title, abstract, and keywords;
3. Document type: Article;
4. Publication stage: Final;
5. Source type: Journal;
6. Language: English.
7. Science Direct database
8. Search by: Title, abstract, or author-specified keywords;
9. Article type: Research articles.
10. Dimensions database.
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11. Search in: Title and abstract;
12. Publication type: Article.
13. Web of Science database.
14. Search in: All fields;
15. Publication type: Article.

Additionally, the review considered articles published between 2010 and 2023 from all
four databases, ensuring the relevance of the selected literature.

The second stage of systematic review was the selection phase. It consisted of several
sub-stages to ensure the inclusion of relevant articles. This included duplicate selection, title,
abstract relevance selection, full paper availability, and relevance selection. The duplicate
selection sub-stage was performed semi-manually using Jabref software version 5.9. When
there were similar articles among the three databases, one of them would be selected as
a representative, while the rest were deleted. Furthermore, the last three sub-stages were
performed manually to ensure the relevance of the articles to the topic. In the title and
abstract relevance selection sub-stage, the articles that passed the duplicate selection were
individually assessed based on their titles and abstracts. This step helped identify relevant
articles efficiently, thereby saving time. Articles unrelated to the topic were excluded
from the dataset. In the full paper availability sub-stage, articles not available in full were
excluded from consideration. Finally, the full paper relevance selection stage entailed a
more rigorous evaluation of articles. The entire content of each article included in the
full paper availability stage was thoroughly read to ensure its direct relevance to the
topic. This stage may result in a smaller number of articles compared with the title and
abstract relevance selection phase. By following these systematic sub-stages, the selection
process ensured that only the most pertinent articles related to predator–prey mathematical
models in harvesting areas and nature reserves within fisheries’ ecosystems were included.
This meticulous method guaranteed the credibility and accuracy of the research results
and analysis.

In the last stage, the article review phase, models and methods researched in each
article selected during the full paper relevance selection were comprehensively examined.
Moreover, this stage entailed discussing possibilities for further research to develop more a
realistic or applicable model to address food-security issues through mathematical model-
ing. The potential developments resulting from this research have significant implications
for tackling food-security challenges through advanced mathematical models. These ad-
vancements would notably assist policymakers in effectively managing fisheries’ natural
resources, ensuring their long-term sustainability, and averting resource depletion. From a
mathematical modeling perspective, this method enables fishermen to sustain their income
while promoting responsible and sustainable practices.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Results of Article Collection and Selection

The present research obtained a total of 1672 articles from four databases, namely
106, 318, 1248, and 1171 from Scopus, Science Direct, Dimensions, and Web of Science,
respectively. The details of these results are shown in Table 1.

According to the diverse stages of the PRISMA method, the next phase involved auto-
matic duplicate selection using Jabref software. Of the initial 1648 articles, 1195 duplicates
were excluded, leaving the remaining ones for further consideration based on their ti-
tles and abstracts. The subsequent stage was the manual title and abstract relevance se-
lection. Each of the titles and abstracts of the diverse articles were carefully reviewed
individually to determine their appropriateness and relevance to the research focus,
which was the deterministic mathematical modeling of predator–prey and harvesting
problems, with a specific examination of marine reserve areas. As a result, 23 articles
were selected for full paper availability, while 1625 irrelevant articles were eliminated.
The full paper availability selection stage revealed that twenty articles were accessi-
ble, while the remaining three were unavailable. Based on full papers, the relevance
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selection stage confirmed that all 20 articles were pertinent to the problems associated
with discussing the existence of a mathematical model, predator–prey relationships, har-
vesting, and marine reserve areas. All articles at this stage met the stipulated criteria.
The articles, written by Khamis et al. [23], Srinivas et al. [24], Chakraborty et al. [25],
Chakraborty et al. [27], Chakraborty and Kar [26], Chakraborty et al. [28], Lv et al. [29],
Kar and Ghosh [5], Sharma and Gupta [13], Louartassi et al. [14], Agnihotri and Nayyer [15],
Louartassi et al. [16], Pei et al. [17], Huang et al. [18], Huo et al. [19], Zhang et al. [20],
Krivan and Jana [12], Huang et al. [21], Meng et al. [22], and Ibrahim [10], were thoroughly
reviewed to address the research question in Section 1. The dataset for these twenty articles
can be accessed at https://bit.ly/Database20Articles (accessed on 17 June 2023). Finally, the
results of this collection and selection process are summarized using the PRISMA diagram
shown in Figure 1.
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3.2. Overview of Model from Each Article and Potential Model to Develop for Future Research

Twenty articles were selected for review based on the included stage shown in Figure 1.
These articles explored the different categories of models in terms of the number of com-
partments used therein. Among the twenty articles, the most commonly researched model
comprises three compartments, including one prey and predator species. Additionally, six
out of the twenty articles examined a model with four compartments. The remaining three
articles focused on a model with two compartments. Lastly, one article delved into a model
with five compartments. The diverse range of models provides valuable insights into the
dynamics of predator–prey relationships in fishery ecosystems.

The first category of models, i.e., those with three compartments, divided prey
species into those present in the nature reserve and harvesting area. In contrast, preda-
tor species remained undivided in terms of their habitat. This concept was explored in
several articles, including Khamis [23], Chakraborty et al. [25], Chakraborty and Kar [26],
Chakraborty et al. [28], Lv et al. [29], Sharma and Gupta [13], Louartassi et al. [14],
Agnihotri and Nayyer [15], Louartassi et al. [16], and Huo et al. [19]. In more detail,
Sharma and Gupta [13], Louartassi et al. [14], and Agnihotri and Nayyer [15] reported that
the prey and predator species in this model are fish and birds, respectively. Khamis [23],

https://bit.ly/Database20Articles
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Chakraborty et al. [25], Chakraborty et al. [27], Chakraborty and Kar [26], Chakraborty et al. [28],
and Lv et al. [29] stated that both the prey and predator species in this model are fish. In the
three-compartment model, the variables r, u, and U represent prey species in the marine reserve,
harvesting, and predator area, respectively. The general model for the three-compartment
analysis is stated as follows:

dr
dt = Gr(r)−Mr(r) + Mu(u)− Pr(r, U)

du
dt = Gu(u) + Mr(r)−Mu(u)− Pu(u, U)− Hu(u)

dU
dt = GU(U) + Nr(r, U) + Nu(u, U)− HU(U)

. (3)

The functions Gr(r), Gu(u), and GU(U) represent the intrinsic growth of prey species
in the marine reserve (r) and harvesting area (u) as well as that of the predator species
(U), respectively. Additionally, the functions Mr(r) and Mu(u) denote the migration func-
tions of prey species in the marine reserve and harvesting area. The functions Hu(u) and
HU(U) correspond to the harvesting functions of the prey and predator species. Pr(r, U)
and Pu(u, U) describe the predation functions between predator and prey in the marine
reserve and harvesting area. Finally, the functions Nr(r, U) and Nu(u, U) are the numerical
response functions of predator species that depend on the prey in the marine reserve
and harvesting area. A numerical response refers to how predation affects either the
reproduction or mortality rate of predators based on the population density of prey, preda-
tors, or both [31]. These functions were widely used in all the articles that discussed a
predator–prey model of fisheries’ ecosystems in marine reserves and harvesting areas.

Khamis [23], in 2011, researched a marine reserve model and proposed the
following hypothesis:

dr
dt = grr

(
1− r

Kr

)
+ muu−mrr− prrU

du
dt = guu

(
1− u

Ku

)
−muu + mrr− puuU − huEuu

dU
dt = nuuU + nrrU − dU − cU2

. (4)

Based on Equation (4), the functions Gr(r) and Gu(u) used by Khamis [23] are logistic
growth functions, namely

Gr(r) = grr
(

1− r
Kr

)
and Gu(u) = guu

(
1− u

Ku

)
.

The parameters gr > 0 and gu > 0 depict the intrinsic growth rates of prey species in
the marine reserve and harvesting area, respectively. Then, Kr > 0 and Ku > 0 represent
the carrying capacity of prey species in the marine reserve and harvesting area. In addition,
the researched migration functions Mr(r) and Mu(u) exhibit a linear equation, stated
as follows.

Mr(r) = mrr dan Mu(u) = muu.

The migration rates of prey species in the marine reserve and harvesting area are
represented by the parameters 0 < mr ≤ 1 and 0 < mu ≤ 1, respectively. Furthermore,
predation on prey species in the marine reserve and harvesting area follows the Holling
Type (HT) I predation function form. This form is stated as follows.

Pr(r, U) = prrU and Pu(u, U) = puuU.

The parameters 0 < pr ≤ 1 and 0 < pu ≤ 1 represent the predation rate for prey
species in the marine reserve and harvesting area, respectively. In Equation (4), harvesting
only occurs for prey species in the harvesting area and does not affect predators. The
harvesting function used in Equation (4) is stated as follows

Hu(u) = huEuu.
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The parameter 0 < hu ≤ 1 represents the harvesting rate of prey species in the
harvesting area. The model does not include a natural reproductive function regarding
predator species. Instead, in Equation (4), predator reproductive function is directly related
to the predation effect expressed by the numerical response function. As predation occurs
on both types of prey species, there are two numerical response functions, stated as follows.

Nr(r, U) = nrrU and Nu(u, U) = nuuU.

The parameters nr > 0 and nu > 0 represent the predation conversion rate with
respect to predator species growth or reproduction. Khamis introduced two additional
terms not listed in Equation (3), namely the competition effect cU2 and natural mortality
dU. The parameters c and d represent the level of competition and natural mortality of
predator species, respectively.

In 2011, Chakraborty et al. [25] conducted unique research on predation which specifi-
cally targeted species within the harvesting area. The influence of HT II or the Michaelis–
Menten predation function in this particular context was investigated and stated as follows.

Pu(u, U) =
puuU

au + U
.

The parameter au denotes the half-capturing saturation constant. The numerical
response function considers the time delay caused by predator gestation. In other words,
predators need a delay in pregnancy after preying on a prey population, which directly
influences the effect of predation. The numerical response function is stated as follows.

Nu(u, U) =
nu puu(t− τ)U(t− τ)

au + u(t− τ)
,

where 0 < nu ≤ 1 and 0 < pu ≤ 1 denotes the predation conversion and predation rates,
respectively. In addition, Chakraborty et al. [25] added a constraint in the form of an
algebraic equation to the designed model. The algebraic equation is stated as follows:

(phuu− c)Eu −m = 0,

The parameters p, c, and m represent the constant cost of fishing per unit of effort, the
constant price per unit of harvested fish biomass, and the total profit earned from fishing,
respectively. The model was designed to ensure that the fishing profit remains constant at
the value of m. Chakraborty et al. [25] developed an algebraic differential equation model
which is stated as follows:

dr
dt = grr

(
1− r

Kr

)
+ muu−mrr

du
dt = ruu

(
1− u

Ku

)
−muu + mrr− puuU

au+u − huEuu
dU
dt = nu puu(t−τ)U(t−τ)

au+u(t−τ)
− dU − cU2

(phuu− c)Eu −m = 0

. (5)

The models in (4) and (5) are modified variations of the Lotka–Volterra predator–prey
model, building upon its basic structure. There is another form of predator–prey model,
known as the Leslie–Gower predator–prey model. This simpler model considers one prey
(x) and predator (y). The Leslie–Gower model is equivalent to the one presented in (1),
which is stated as follows: { dx

dt = ax− bxy
dy
dt = y

(
c′ − d′y

x

). (6)

The difference between the Lotka–Volterra and Leslie–Gower model is evident in
the second equation of (6). In the Leslie–Gower model, this equation includes the term
d′y
x . This term simply means that as prey population increases and x → ∞ , the change
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in predator density reaches a maximum value, depicted by d′. Conversely, a assuming
predator becomes extinct, x would also face extinction. The Leslie–Gower model states that
the carrying capacity of a predator environment is directly proportional to the availability
of prey [32]. The ability of a predator population to thrive depends on the abundance of
prey in its ecosystem.

In 2012, Chakraborty and Kar [26] developed a model based on the Leslie–Gower
research. Meanwhile, in 2013, Chakraborty et al. [28] also designed another model in ac-
cordance with the same basis. The first and second equations of Chakraborty and Kar [26]
and Chakraborty et al. [28] share certain similarities and are stated as follows

dr
dt = grr

(
1− r

Kα

)
−m

(
r

αK −
u

(1−α)K

)
− prrU

ar+r
du
dt = ruu

(
1− u

K(1−α)

)
+ m

(
r

αK −
u

(1−α)K

)
− puuU

au+u − Hu(u)
. (7)

The primary difference between the two research efforts lies in the harvesting func-
tion used in each article. Chakraborty and Kar [26] applied the same harvesting func-
tion used by Khamis [23] and Chakraborty et al. [25]. Unlike the research conducted by
Chakraborty et al. [28], the harvesting function used is stated as follows

Hu(u) =
huEuu

γuEu + vuu

Equation (7) employs the same predation function as Chakraborty et al. [25], with
γu and vu as positive constants. Furthermore, the functions Gr(r) and Gu(u) in (7) exhibit
minor differences. According to the research by Khamis [23] and Chakraborty et al. [25],
Chakraborty and Kar [26], as well as Chakraborty et al. [28], set Kr = αK and Ku = (1− α)K.
Additionally, the migration function used differs from that of Khamis [23] and Chakraborty et al. [25].
The migration rate is proportional to the carrying capacity of each marine reserve and harvesting area.
As a result, the carrying capacity plays a critical role in influencing the migration of each prey species.

The part yet to be presented in (7) is the equation of predator species. The predator
equation formulated by Chakraborty and Kar [26] is stated as follows

dU
dt

= sU
(

1− γU
r + u

)
. (8)

Then, the predator equation formulated by Chakraborty et al. [28] is stated as follows

dU
dt

= sU
(

1− γU
r + βu

)
− dU. (9)

The difference between the two predator equations lies in the parameter β and the
inclusion of natural mortality, denoted by the term dU. However, they share certain
common parameters, such as s, γ, and β, which represent the intrinsic growth rate of
predator species, the number of prey required to support one predator at equilibrium, and
a prey–prey conversion factor, respectively.

The research conducted by Lv et al. [29] in 2013 focuses on a model that closely
resembles the one in (3) with time τ = 0 (no time delay in the numerical response function).
The fourth equation of (3) was not included in the research conducted by Lv et al. [29].
Therefore, the Lv et al. [29] model is simpler than the one Chakraborty et al. researched [25].
The models proposed by Lv et al. [29] and Sharma and Gupta [13] in 2014, as well as
Khamis [23], exhibited significant similarities. Both Lv et al. [29] and Sharma and Gupta [13]
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did not assume any form of competition in predators in their model. The model can be
stated as follows:

dr
dt = grr

(
1− r

Kr

)
−mrr + muu− Pr(r, U)

du
dt = guu

(
1− u

Ku

)
+ mrr−muu− Pu(u, U)− huEu

dU
dt = −dU + Nr(r, U) + Nu(u, U)− hUEUU

u. (10)

The two models differ in their respective predation functions and functional and
numerical responses. Specifically, Lv et al. [29] used a different predation function and
numerical response, stated as follows

Pr(r, U) = 0, Pu(u, U) =
puuU
au + u

(HT II), Nr(r, U) = 0, and Nu(u, U) = nuuU (HT I)

Meanwhile, Sharma and Gupta [13] used distinct predation and numerical response
functions, stated as follows:

Pr(r, U) = prrU, Pu(u, U) = puuU, Nr(r, U) = nrrU, and Nu(u, U) = nuuU.

The functions Pr, Pu, Nr, and Nu correspond to the predation function (P) and nu-
merical response function (N) targeting prey species within the marine reserve (r) and
harvesting area (u), respectively.

Agnihotri and Nayyer [15] stated that the model developed is a modification of
Sharma and Gupta [13]. The primary difference is that Agnihotri and Nayyer [15] used the
intrinsic growth function Gu = guu, a linear function. This difference lies in the second
equation of (10), which is stated as follows:

du
dt

= guu + mrr−muu− puuU − huEuu (11)

The research studies conducted by Lv et al. [29], Sharma and Gupta [13], and
Agnihotri and Nayyer [15] are all three-compartment evaluations that included the har-
vesting of predator species.

Louartassi et al. [16] conducted research in 2019 examining a model that closely
resembled the one proposed by Agnihotri and Nayyer [15], particularly regarding the
Gu function used. The model formulated by Louartassi et al. [16] is stated as follows:

dr
dt = grr

(
1− r

Kr

)
−mrr + muu− trr2 − crru

du
dt = guu + mrr−muu− tuu2 − curu− puuU

au+u − huEuu
dU
dt = nuuU

au+u − dU − wU − hUEUU

. (12)

Louartassi et al. [16] assumed predator harvesting similar to that used by Lv et al. [29],
Sharma and Gupta [13], and Agnihotri and Nayyer [15]. In contrast to Khamis [23],
Louartassi et al. [16] assumed that there was competition among prey species rather than
predators. The competition among prey takes the form of interactions between species in
the nature reserve and those in the harvesting area. The competition function is depicted
by Cr(r, u) = crru, and Cu(r, u) = curu for species in the nature reserve and harvesting
area, respectively. In addition, Louartassi et al. [16] introduced extra terms, trr2 and tuu2,
to account for changes in prey density and wU to represent changes in predator density.
These terms illustrate the impact of external toxic substances infecting prey species in the
marine reserve and harvesting area, as well as predators. The use of quadratic and linear
functions for prey and predator species, respectively, suggested that the effect of infection
by external toxicity is more significant on prey compared with predators.

The research by Louartassi et al. [14] differs significantly from all the investigations
on the three compartments. Louartassi et al. [14] stated that the developed model was a
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modification of the research by Sharma and Gupta [13]. The modification lies in the capture
effort, denoted as E. The research on the other three compartments assumed E as a constant
value that remains unchanged over time, while Louartassi et al. [14] assumed the function
changes with time t, denoted as E(t). They found that assuming E as a constant value does
not align with real-world observations. According to their results, the required fishing
effort should be reduced as the fish population increases. In order to address this fact,
Louartassi et al. [14] referred to the fishing effort function proposed by Idels et al. [33]. The
fishing effort functions proposed by Idels et al. [33] for prey species in the harvesting area
and predators are stated as follows, respectively:

Eu(u) = αu(t)− βu(t)
1
u

du
dt

and EU(U) = αU(t)− βU(t)
1
U

dU
dt

.

The parameters αi ≥ 0 and βi ≥ 0 for i ∈ {u, U} are continuous functions of time
t. Louartassi et al. [14] modified Sharma and Gupta [13], incorporating the fishing effort
function proposed by Idels et al. [33]. The resulting model proposed by Louartassi et al. [14]
is stated as follows:

dr
dt = grr

(
1− r

Kr

)
−mrr + muu− prrU

du
dt = gu

1−hu βu
u
(

1− u
Ku

)
+ mr

1−hr βr
r− mu

1−hu βu
u− pu

1−hu βu
uU − huαu

1−hu βu
dU
dt = − d

1−hU βU
U + nr

1−hU βU
rU + nu

1−hU βU
uU − hU αU

1−hU βU
U

U. (13)

In the research model proposed by Louartassi et al. [14], it was assumed that
nr = nu = n and pr = pu = p in Equation (13). This assumption resulted in Equation (13)
being equivalent to the model represented in (14).

dr
dt = grr

(
1− r

Kr

)
−mrr + muu− prU

du
dt = gu

1−hu βu
u
(

1− u
Ku

)
+ mr

1−hu βu
r− mu

1−hu βu
u− p

1−hu βu
uU − huαu

1−hu βu
u

dU
dt = − d

1−hU βU
U + n

1−hU βU
(rU + uU)− hU αU

1−hU βU
U

. (14)

The research of Huo et al. [19] introduced a unique research model that sets it apart
from all other three-compartment models. Furthermore, Huo et al. [19] examined compart-
ments comprising prey species in both the harvesting and marine reserve area, as well as
the harvesting effort. The model proposed by Huo et al. [19] is stated as follows:

dr
dt = grr

(
1− r

Kr

)
−mrr + muu

du
dt = guu

(
1− u

Ku

)
+ mrr−muu− huEuu

dEu
dt = [αβ[q(p− τ)u− c]− γ]Eu

. (15)

The parameters α and β in the model represent coefficients of proportionality. Then,
αβ is a measure of the reaction between effort and perceived rent, known as the stiffness
parameter. The term [q(p− τ)u− c]Eu in the equation represents the net economic income
earned by fishermen, with p, τ, and c denoting the constant price per unit of fish landed,
applied tax per unit of fish landed, and constant cost per unit of harvesting effort, respec-
tively. Huo et al. [19] introduced an additional assumption in Equation (15), where it was
presumed that capital depreciates at a rate of γ. Therefore, the change in effort is influenced
by the term [αβ[q(p− τ)u− c]− γ]Eu. This specific term is a unique aspect that is not
present in all models with three compartments.

Among the 20 articles on models with four compartments, 1 of them is the research
conducted by Srinivas et al. [24] in 2011. Srinivas et al. [24] examined the model by dividing
prey species into two areas, namely those in the marine reserve (r) and harvesting area (u).
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Then, predator species were categorized into two groups, immature (I) and mature (M)
predators. The research model proposed by Srinivas et al. [24] is stated as follows:

dr
dt = grr

(
1− r

Kr

)
−mrr + muu

du
dt = guu

(
1− u

Ku

)
+ mrr−muu− puuM− huEuu

dI
dt = αM puuM2

wI+M − αI puuIMw
wI+M

dM
dt = αI puuIMw

wI+M − dM− hMEM M

. (16)

The parameters αM and αI depict the birth rate of mature predator species and the
coefficient from immature to mature predator, respectively. Srinivas et al. [24] assumed that
mature predators consume prey in the harvesting area in the ratio w : 1. This ratio reflects
the relative consumption between one immature and a mature predator. Additionally,
Srinivas et al. [24] assumed that all weighted individuals received the same amount of prey
in the harvesting area. As a result, a fraction of prey is consumed by mature predators, and
this is expressed in terms of βuM M

wI+M . Then, a small portion is consumed by immature
predators, expressed as βuM wI

wI+M . In Equation (16), harvesting occurs for both prey species
in the harvesting area (u) and mature predator (M), as expressed by the following function.

Hu(u) = huEuu, and HM(M) = hMEM M.

In 2012, Chakraborty et al. [27] researched a model that was perceived as the one devel-
oped by Chakraborty et al. [25] in 2011. While referencing the work of Chakraborty et al. [25],
Chakraborty et al. [27] did not explicitly state that their model was a modification of the
earlier one proposed by Chakraborty et al. [25]. The main difference between the two
model lies in the fourth equation. Chakraborty et al. [27] added a constant, σ, and removed
another, denoted as m, from the right-hand segment of Equation (5). The modified equation
is stated as follows

[(p− σ)huu− c]Eu. (17)

The addition of the parameter σ serves as a regulatory measure to control exploitation
by imposing a tax σ per unit biomass of the landed fish population. This tax influences
the net economic income earned by fishermen, as stated in Equation (17). Furthermore,
Chakraborty et al. [27] assumed that the level of harvesting effort could vary over time,
depending on the perceived rent, whether positive or negative. Chakraborty et al. [27]
represented this dynamic reaction model by multiplying the stiffness parameter (λ) in
Equation (17). This parameter measures the intensity of the reaction between harvesting
effort and perceived rent. Under this assumption, the harvesting effort Eu becomes a
time-dependent dynamic variable, as stated in the following equation:

dEu

dt
= λ[(p− σ)huu− c]Eu. (18)

Equation (18) is a modified version of the fourth equation of (5), which was formulated
by Chakraborty et al. [25]. Therefore, the model researched by Chakraborty et al. [27]
focuses solely on dividing prey species into the marine reserve and harvesting area without
making further distinctions between predators.

There are similarities between the model formulated by Huang et al. [18] and
Chakraborty et al. [27]. They both examined a model with one prey species, which was
further divided into those present in the marine reserve and harvesting area. Additionally,
a single undivided predator species was considered. Both models introduced a dynamic
capture effort variable that changes with time t. The dynamic capture effort variable
equation from Huang et al. [18] is similar to the one in (18). There are distinctions in
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the equations used for prey species in the marine reserve and harvesting area as well as
predator species. The model proposed by Huang et al. [18] is stated as follows:

dr
dt = grr

(
1− r

Kr

)
− mrr

r+ρ r− prrU
r+u

du
dt = guu

(
1− u

Ku

)
+ mrr

r+ρ r− puuU
r+u − huEuu

dU
dt = nrrU

r+u + nuuU
r+u − dU

dEu
dt = λ[(p− σ)huu− c]Eu

. (19)

In Equation (19), migration occurs exclusively from species in the marine reserve and
harvesting area. The migration rate used is not a constant mr but a function dependent on
prey density in the marine reserve area, given by mr(r) = mrr

r+ρ , where ρ is the half-saturation
level of migration. This function shows that the natural migration rate mr is influenced by
the saturation function of prey. When the species density in the marine reserve area goes to
infinity, the migration rate goes to mr. Conversely, when the species density in the marine
reserve area goes to zero, the migration rate goes to zero.

The model researched by Zhang et al. [20] in 2015 is similar to the one analyzed by
Chakraborty et al. [27]. However, there is a difference in the harvesting function used for
prey species, represented as Hu(u) = huEuu. The equation for predator species is markedly
distinct from that researched by Chakraborty et al. [27]. The equation for predator species
is stated as follows:

dU
dt

= gU

(
1− U

ηu

)
. (20)

Based on Equation (20), the predator–prey model base researched by Zhang et al. [20]
is similar to that of the Leslie–Gower predator–prey model. Meanwhile, the model base
researched by Chakraborty et al. [27] is rooted in the Lotka–Volterra predator–prey model.
A significant difference from the model researched by Zhang et al. [20] lies in the predator–
prey model base used.

In 2013, Kar and Ghosh [5] introduced a model that differed from those explored by
Srinivas et al. [24], Chakraborty et al. [27], and Huang et al. [18]. This model divided both
prey and predator species into two distinct areas, namely the prey species in the marine
reserve (r) and harvesting area (u), as well as the predator species in the marine reserve
(R) and harvesting area (U). The Kar and Ghosh [5] model appeared to be an extension
of the one formulated by Chakraborty and Kar [26] and Chakraborty et al. [28] in 2012
and 2013, respectively. Interestingly, both research studies were not cited in the Kar and
Ghosh reference section [5]. Using the development process for the models by Chakraborty
and Kar [26] and Chakraborty et al. [28], it could be inferred that the predator–prey model
proposed by Kar and Ghosh [5] was also based on Leslie–Gower. In addition to the division
of predator species into two areas, another notable difference between Kar and Ghosh [5],
as well as the research by Chakraborty and Kar [26] and Chakraborty et al. [28], is the
predation function used. Kar and Ghosh [5] adopted the HT I function, which is similar
to that used by Chakraborty and Kar [26]. The model proposed by Kar and Ghosh [5] is
stated as follows:

dr
dt = grr

(
1− r

Kα1

)
−m1

(
r

α1K −
u

(1−α1)K

)
− prrU

du
dt = guu

(
1− u

K(1−α1)

)
+ m1

(
r

α1K −
u

(1−α1)K

)
− puuU − huEuu

dR
dt = gRR

(
1− R

α2r

)
−m2

(
R

α2r −
U

α2u

)
dU
dt = gUU

(
1− U

(1−α2)u

)
+ m2

(
R

α2r −
U

α2u

) . (21)

Parameter α1 is a constant proportion of the marine reserve area. Meanwhile, α2
denotes a constant proportion of the carrying capacity of predator species. gR and gU are
the intrinsic growth rates of predators. There is migration since predators are divided into
two distinct areas (21). Then, Kar and Ghosh [5] assumed that the migration rate of prey
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species from the marine reserve to the harvesting area and vice versa is equal to m1. The
same also applies to predator species with a value of m2.

The next model with four compartments to be reviewed is that of Pei et al. [17].
Interestingly, Pei et al. [17] modified the model proposed by Lv et al. [29] in (10). The
original model formulated by Lv et al. [29] suggested that prey species have higher mobility
than predators [17]. Pei et al. [17] expanded on this concept by stating that predator species
consist of larger animals such as fish and exhibit even greater mobility compared with
prey. In addition, the model highlighted that predator species are more dominant in being
harvested [17], making them more susceptible to exploitation [34]. Based on these facts, the
model modified by Pei et al. [17] is stated as follows:

dr
dt = grr

(
1− r

Kr

)
−mrr + muu− prrR

ar+r
du
dt = guu

(
1− u

Ku

)
+ mrr−muu− puuU

au+u − huEuu
dR
dt = nrrR

αr+r − dRR−mRR + mUU
dU
dt = nuuU

au+u − dU R + mRR−mUU − hUEUU

. (22)

The next group of models discussed are the two-compartment types. Among this
group, Ibrahim [10] conducted research specifically focusing on a model with an implicit
marine reserve. The model does not divide species into two compartments for marine
reserve and harvesting area in this unique method. Instead, each species is represented by
a single compartment. The marine reserve model is implicitly expressed as a percentage,
indicating the proportion that could be harvested and the one designated for protection, all
within the same compartment. Ibrahim [10] sheds more light on this novel model through
comprehensive research and analysis of its implications.{

du
dt = guu

(
1− u

Ku

)
− shuEuu

dEu
dt = shuEu(u− ec)

. (23)

The variable u in Equation (23) represents the size of prey species and is subject to
a logistic growth function. Ibrahim [10] adopted a unique method in which prey species
were not partitioned into two areas (marine reserve and harvesting). The model limited
the harvestable portion of prey population to su, with s indicating the proportion available
for harvesting within the range of 0 < s ≤ 1. Meanwhile, (1− s)u is the amount of stock
that cannot be harvested. In order to account for human harvesting activities, Ibrahim [10]
assumed that the fishing effort Eu(t) is represented by the combined population size of
fishers and predators. This perspective treats fish harvesting as a form of predation, where
human fishers and natural predators contribute to the pressure on the prey population.
Integrating these elements into the model, Ibrahim [10] successfully captured the intricate
interactions between prey, predators, and human harvesting practices within the ecosystem.

The next two-compartment model has an explicit marine reserve. This model was
researched by Křivan and Jana [12] and Huang et al. [21]. The explicit marine reserve
divides a species into two distinct compartments, one for protected areas and another for
harvesting zones. Křivan and Jana [12] and Huang et al. [21] focused on a single-species
model, which differs from the explicit marine reserve frameworks in the three- and four-
compartment models. Specifically, Křivan and Jana [12] examined the model formulated
by Kar and Matsuda [35]. The model formulated by Kar and Matsuda [35], cited in the
research by Křivan and Jana [12], is stated as follows:

du
dt = guu

(
1− u

Ku

)
− δ(duru + drur)− Euu

dr
dt = grr

(
1− r

Kr

)
+ δ(duru + drur)

. (24)

The parameter δ represents the degree of tendency of individuals to disperse or migrate.
Meanwhile, dur and dru are the dispersal (migration) probability from the marine reserve to
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the harvesting area and vice versa. Using the model in (24), Křivan and Jana [12] examined
the effects of dispersal modes between harvesting and marine reserve areas on maximum
sustainable yield and balanced population abundance. Their research offers valuable
insights into the role of dispersal in the management of harvesting and marine reserve
strategies, contributing to more effective and sustainable resource conservation methods.

In contrast to the research by Křivan and Jana [12], Huang et al. [21] researched a
distinct model that features parameters within specific intervals. The model researched by
Huang et al. [21] is stated as follows.{

du
dt =

[
gul , guu

]
uFu(u) + mu2

u2+a2 u− huEuu
dr
dt =

[
grl , gru

]
rFr(r)− mu2

u2+a2 u− hrErr
. (25)

In Equation (25), the model incorporated parameter intervals for the growth rates
of species in the marine reserve and harvesting area, expressed as

[
gul , guu

]
and

[
grl , gru

]
.

The level 1 subscript denotes the area of the species, i.e., the marine reserve (r) and
harvesting (u), while the level 2 subscript denotes the lower (l) and upper limits (u) of the
growth rates. In addition,

[
gul , guu

]
and

[
grl , gru

]
are represented as exponent functions

g1−γ1
ul gγ1

uu and g1−γ2
rl gγ2

ru for γ1, γ2 ∈ [0, 1], respectively. The expressions
[
gul , guu

]
uFu(u) and[

grl , gru

]
rFr(r) are used to describe the growth of a species in the harvesting and marine

reserve areas, respectively. Fu(u) and Fr(r) are functions that fulfill the following criteria.

1. F′u(u) < 0 F′r(r) < 0;
2. There exists a constant, Ku, Kr > 0, which is the carrying capacity of the species in the

harvesting area and marine reserve, respectively; hence, Fu(Ku) = 0 and Fr(Kr) = 0;

3.


Fu(u) > 0 u < Ku
Fu(u) < 0 u > Ku
Fr(r) > 0 r < Kr
Fr(r) < 0 r > Kr

.

Based on Equation (25), migration occurs solely from the marine reserve to the harvesting
area, and the migration rate follows the function mu2

u2+a2 . When u = a, then m
2 population of

the marine reserve migrates to the harvesting area. Interestingly, Huang et al. [21] assumed
that harvesting continued within the marine reserve area, as stated in Equation (25) and
expressed in terms of hrErr.

The last group of models discussed comprised five compartments, and was exclusively
researched by Meng et al. [22]. This model includes density compartments for nutrients
(N), phytoplankton (P), zooplankton (Z), fish in the marine reserve (FR), and fish in the
harvesting area (FU). Meng et al. [22] revealed the existence of both super-predators and
top predators in this model, with fish serving as the top predator. The following is the
model researched by Meng et al. [22].

dN
dt = D(n0 − N)− pN NP + c1d1P + c2d2Z

dP
dt = nN NP− (D + d1)P− cP2 − pPPZ

dZ
dt = nPPZ− (D + d2)Z− pZFU ZFU − pZFR ZFR

dFU
dt = nZFU ZFU −mU FU + mRFR − (D + d3)FU − hFU EFU FU

dFR
dt = nZFR ZFR + mU FU −mRFR − (D + d4)FR

. (26)

Meng et al. [22] also explored the concept of delay time. A detailed description of the
parameters in (26) is shown in Table 2.

A Phylogenetic Tree diagram is shown in Figure 2, presenting the relationships be-
tween the 20 articles reviewed in this research. The diagram effectively captures the inter-
sections and distinctions of each article, providing a summarized view of their content and
graphical representations. In the diagram, a mathematical model of predator–prey dynam-
ics with marine reserve and harvesting areas can be divided based on the number of com-
partments of each. Among the 20 articles, there were models with two, three, four, and five
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compartments, represented by 3, 10, 6, and 1 article(s), respectively, as shown in Figure 2.
Furthermore, articles 10 and 6 were further divided based on similar characteristics, namely
the predator–prey model base used in the form of the Lotka–Volterra [13–19,23–25,27,29]
or Leslie–Gower [5,20,26,28] model. The model with two compartments was subdivided
based on the presence of an implicit or explicit marine reserve. Articles with two, three,
four, and five compartments were categorized until their distinguishing characteristics
were obtained. Through this structured organization, the diagram effectively highlights the
significant characteristics of each article and offers an insightful overview of the various
predator–prey models employed in the context of marine reserves and harvesting areas.

Table 2. Description of the parameters in (26).

Parameter(s) Description

D The rate of washout for nutrients.

n0 The rate of constant input.

pN and pP The rate of predation of phytoplankton on nutrients and zooplankton on phytoplankton.

ci The decomposition rate of phytoplankton (i = 1) and zooplankton (i = 2) mortality.

di
The rate of natural mortality of phytoplankton (i = 1), zooplankton (i = 2), fish in the harvesting area (i = 3),
and fish in the marine reserve (i = 4).

nN and nP The conversion rate of predation on nutrients and phytoplankton, respectively.

pZFU and pZFR The predation rate of zooplankton by fish in the harvesting and marine reserve area, respectively.

nZFU and nZFR
The conversion rate of fish predation within the harvesting and marine reserve area on zooplankton,
respectively.

mU and mR
The rate of fish migration from the marine reserve to the harvesting area and
vice versa, respectively.

c The level of interspecific competition of phytoplankton.

hU The catchability of fish in the harvesting area.

EU The constant harvesting effort of the species within the harvesting area.
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Table 3 shows a comprehensive classification of the 20 articles based on various
criteria, including the presence of an implicit or explicit marine reserve, the number of
compartments, Lotka–Volterra or Leslie–Gower model, algebraic equation, stage structure,
time delay, the harvesting function of prey and predators, and the predation function. For
example, Khamis et al. [23] researched a model with an explicit marine reserve comprising
three compartments, namely r, u, and U, representing prey species in marine reserves
and harvesting areas and predators. The base model adopted by Khamis et al. [23] is
Lotka–Volterra. It fails to examine the algebraic equation, stage structure, and time delay.
Harvesting exclusively occurs on prey species with a harvesting function of huEuu. Finally,
the predation function used is the Holling Type (HT) I function. In order to delve further
into the parameters used in Table 3, a detailed description is shown in Table 4.

Table 3. Classification of the twenty articles used as review material.

(Authors, Year,
Citation Number)

Implicit/
Explicit Marine

Reserve Area
Compartments Leslie–Gower

(LG)/Lotka–Volterra (LV)
Algebraic
Equation

Stage
Structure

Time
Delay

Harvesting
Function Functional

Response
Prey Predator

(Khamis et al.,
2011, [23]) Explicit r, u, U LV × × × hu Euu × HT 1 I

(Srinivas et al.,
2011, [24]) Explicit r, u, I, M LV ×

√
× hu Euu hM EM M HT I

(Chakraborty et al.,
2011, [25]) Explicit r, u, U LV

√
×

√
hu Euu × HT II

(Chakraborty and Kar,
2012, [26]) Explicit r, u, U LG × × × hu Euu × HT II

(Chakraborty et al.,
2012, [27]) Explicit r, u, U, Eu LV × ×

√
hu Euu × HT II

(Huo et al., 2012, [19]) Explicit r, u, Eu LV × × × hu Euu × ×

(Chakraborty et al.,
2013, [28]) Explicit r, u, U LG × × × hu Euu

γu Eu+vuu × HT II

(Kar and Ghosh,
2013, [5]) Explicit r, u, R, U LG × × × hu Euu × HT I

(Lv et al., 2013, [29]) Explicit r, u, U LV × × × hu Euu hU EUU HT II

(Sharma and Gupta,
2014, [13]) Explicit r, u, U LV × × × hu Euu hU EUU HT I

(Křivan and Jana,
2015, [12]) Explicit r, u LV × × × Euu × ×

(Zhang et al.,
2015, [20]) Explicit r, u, U, Eu LG × × × hu Euu × HT I

(Louartassi et al.,
2017, [14]) Explicit r, u, U LV × × × hu Euu hU EUU HT I

(Agnihotri and
Nayyer, 2018, [15]) Explicit r, u, U LV × × × hu Euu hU EUU HT I

(Louartassi et al., 2019,
[16]) Explicit r, u, U LV × × × hu Euu hU EUU HT II

(Pei et al., 2019, [17]) Explicit r, u, R, U LV × × × hu Euu hU EUU HT II

(Huang et al.,
2020, [21]) Explicit r, u LV × × × hu Euu × ×

(Meng et al.,
2020, [22]) Explicit N, P, Z, FU , FR LV × ×

√
× hFU EFU FU HT I

(Huang et al.,
2021, [18]) Explicit r, u, U, Eu LV × × × hu Euu × HT II

(Ibrahim, 2021, [10]) Implicit u, Eu LV × × × shu Euu × ×
1 HT: Holling Type.

Table 4. The descriptions of the parameters are in Table 3.

Parameter(s) Description

u Prey species in the harvesting area.

r Prey species in the marine reserve area.
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Table 4. Cont.

Parameter(s) Description

U Predator species in the harvesting area.

R Predator species in the marine reserve area.

I Immature predator.

M Mature predator.

N Nutrients.

P Phytoplankton.

Z Zooplankton.

FR Fish in the marine reserve area.

FU Fish in the harvesting area.

hu, hU , hM, and hFU The catchability coefficients are u, U, M, and FU , respectively.

Eu, EU , EM, and EFU Effort harvesting on u, U, M, and FU , respectively.

s Fraction of implicit marine reserve.

Figure 3 shows the interconnectedness of the twenty articles classified into three dis-
tinct relations based on the connecting lines. The connections represent the relationship
between two model, namely, Model A (published earlier) and Model B (published later). A
solid line indicates that Model A is a development of Model B. Model A is also explicitly
mentioned as a development of Model B. A dotted line signifies that Model B is a mod-
ification or development of Model A. However, Model B is not explicitly mentioned as
a development of Model A. The article from Model A is cited as a reference in Model B.
A dashed line shows that Model B only modifies Model A. In this case, the article from
Model A is not listed as a reference in the article from Model B. For instance, the model
in Chakraborty et al. [27] is a development of the model in Chakraborty et al. [25]. The
line connecting the two articles is a dotted line, showing that Chakraborty et al. [27] do not
explicitly mention it as a development of Chakraborty et al. [25]. Chakraborty et al. [25] is
referenced in the article by Chakraborty et al. [27]. The modifications made to the model of
Chakraborty et al. [25] involve adding a time-dependent capture effort variable equation.
The model in Lv et al. [29] is solely a development of the model in Khamis [23]. This means
that the model is not listed as a reference in the research of Lv et al. [29]. The connection
between the research of Lv et al. [29] and Khamis [23] is represented with a dashed line.
Lv et al. [29] expanded the Khamis [23] model by incorporating Holling Type II predation
and harvesting functions into predators. Louartassi et al. [14] explicitly mentioned that
their model was a development of the research of Sharma and Gupta [13]. Louartassi
et al. [14] modified the capture effort variable into a non-constant effort variable based on
the work of Sharma and Gupta [13].

Eu(u) = αu(t)− βu(t)
1
u

du
dt

and EU(U) = αU(t)− βU(t)
1
U

dU
dt

.

The analysis of the twenty models shown in Figure 2, Table 3, and Figure 3 presents nu-
merous opportunities for future research and model development. All models described in
the articles are formulated as systems of ordinary differential equations. However, various
mathematical model options can be explored for future investigations. Potential directions
for model development include a difference model [36–38], fractional difference [39,40],
fractional differential [41,42], and partial differential [43–45]. Given that the data obtained
in applications are discrete in time, the inclusion of a difference-equation-based model
becomes particularly relevant and should be considered during development. Ghanbari
dan Djilali [46] emphasized the importance of considering memory effects on mutual inter-
actions between species when developing a differential or difference equation model. The
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intrinsic nature of memory effects in dynamical systems significantly influences ecological
dynamics. In specific contexts, such as marine reserves, incorporating partial differential
equations into model development can provide valuable insights into the dynamics of each
population based on spatial or time factors. These developments can lead to a deterministic
or stochastic model, as shown in [47], where ordinary differential equations were employed.
The ultimate objective of such model enhancements is to provide more realistic representa-
tions, bringing models closer to real-world complexities and incorporating ecological and
economic sustainability considerations. The advancement of these models can potentially
address food-security issues effectively.
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Srinivas et al. [24] developed a mathematical model for predator–prey dynamics in ma-
rine reserves and harvesting areas considering both immature and mature predator species.
However, Srinivas et al. [24] did not account for dividing predator species into two-stage
structures within each area. To address this limitation, a stage structure model was added to
the predator–prey model for the reserve area. This incorporation was expected to provide
an additional method to address food-security concerns related to fisheries’ resources. This
means that two policies can be implemented to effectively tackle food-security challenges,
namely, the establishment of marine reserves and the adoption of stage-selective harvesting.
Stage-selective harvesting involves determining the most suitable stage class for harvesting,
whether it is one or all of the stage classes. When all stage classes are harvested, identifying
their thresholds is vital to ensure ecological and economic sustainability. For instance, in a
fish population with two-stage classes, namely, juvenile and adult, targeting adult-stage
fish for harvesting leads to a small or non-existent reproduction population, thereby impact-
ing future regeneration. Conversely, focusing solely on juvenile-stage fish for harvesting
might lead to a shortage of the adult-stage breeding population, further affecting future
regeneration, making stage-selective harvesting crucial. The envisaged model, integrating
stage-selective harvesting and marine reserves, explores whether this combination can
effectively address food-security issues. This integrated method should take into account
ecological and economic sustainability aspects.

3.3. Overview of the Methods of Each Model for Each Article and Methods That Can Be Used for
Future Research

This section reviews the twenty articles, focusing on the methods to achieve their
respective research objectives. The primary goals of most of this research were to de-
velop mathematical models, test their biologically meaningful solution properties, and
analyze their dynamic behavior. Several articles investigated biologically meaningful
solution properties, including positivity [28] and boundedness [10,14,16–18,27–29]. The
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positivity test ensured that model solutions remained positive, as populations cannot have
negative values. The boundedness test confirmed that model solutions remained finite,
acknowledging the limited growth of the populations under research due to resource
constraints [48]. These and other biologically meaningful solution tests were crucial in
making the models more realistic in addressing ecology-related problems. However, some
other biologically meaningful model solution properties, such as existence, uniqueness
existence, and uniqueness [48]; nonnegativity [48]; persistence [49]; and permanence [49],
were not explored in the twenty articles.

Several methods were employed across the investigations in researching the dynamics
of the models. These methods included local stability analyses using Jacobian linearization
and Routh–Hurwitz criterion [10,13–16,18–21,23,24,27–29], global stability analysis using
the Lyapunov method [10,13–16,19,20,23,24,27–29] or geometric method [28], bionomic
equilibrium [10,13,21,23,24,29], Hopf bifurcation analysis with singularity-induced bifur-
cation [25], the theory of normal forms and center manifold [27], or integral trace of the
Jacobian matrix [10]. Additionally, sensitivity analyses [23,27] and examination of the
existence of limit cycles using the Bendixson–Dulac criterion [10] were also used.

The Jacobian linearization method is commonly used for analyzing local stability.
However, there is a different method for linearizing nonlinear models known as feed-
back linearization. This method primarily aims to simplify the original model into an
equivalent form which is distinct from Jacobian linearization using the Taylor series. Feed-
back linearization encompasses two types, namely, approximation linearization and exact
linearization. The latter considers higher-order terms, making it a global linearization
applicable to all state and output spaces [50], while Jacobian linearization is valid only in
specific regions around an equilibrium point [51]. Feedback linearization also ensures local
and global stability [51], whereas Jacobian linearization can only guarantee local stability.
Approximation feedback linearization was introduced by [52] in 1984 as an alternative
to exact feedback linearization due to the limitations of exact linearization for some sys-
tems [53]. Cardoso and Schnitman [54] compared approximation feedback linearization
with Jacobian linearization in the context of a pendulum system, and the approximation
feedback linearization was found to be superior. Consequently, feedback linearization
has found broader applications and has been successfully used in various fields, such
as tracking problems, control of robot arms, helicopters, airplanes, medical equipment,
etc. [50]. Its use in mathematical model for ecological and biological problems, particularly
in predator–prey scenarios, still needs to be improved. Significant instances have been
where approximation and exact linearization were applied to predator–prey problems.
Singh and Gakkhar in 2013 [55] and Singh in 2016 [51] used these techniques in their re-
search. dos Reis et al. [50] also employed exact feedback linearization to model population
growth of the Aedes aegypti mosquito, which transmits the Dengue virus.

Another research goal is to determine the optimal control of the analyzed model using the
Pontryagin maximum principle. Specifically, certain research studies focused on identifying
the optimal harvesting strategies for the constructed model [13,17,19,21,23,24,26,28,29], while
others investigated tax policies to determine the optimal tax for harvesting [10,18,27]. The time
frames considered in the optimal control research varied, with some research efforts using finite
time intervals [10,17,28] and others exploring infinite time horizons [13,18,19,21,23,24,26,27,29]. For
sustainability research, infinite time frames are more suitable, as sustainability problems often span
long-term periods. However, this does not exclude the possibility of periodic and continuous
control evaluations, which are still valuable in practice, as control strategies may need to adapt
over time. Control strategies that can be used long-term are needed as a solution in sustainability
research. The research of optimal control in this research is limited to the control variables and
models researched. The focus should be on the population density of each species to ensure
biological significance, ensuring it remains above a positive threshold value. Previous works by
Biswas et al. [56] and dos Reis et al. [50] using the Pontryagin maximum principle and Variable
Neighborhood Search (VNS) methods serve as a valuable references to enhance the assessment of
optimal control in constructed models.
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In addition to the mentioned issues, several other ecological factors deserve considera-
tion in developing realistic models. These factors include (i) source and sink subpopula-
tion [7,8], (ii) different levels of intraspecific competition [57,58], and (iii) coupled growth
function [59]. These elements play a critical role in determining optimal harvesting strate-
gies and the choice between MSY or Quasi MSY as harvesting strategies, as shown in [60].
Incorporating industrial and engineering aspects is also important and can enhance the
analysis of harvesting problems, as shown in [61].

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, this research systematically reviewed articles related to predator–prey
mathematical models in marine reserves and harvesting areas within fishery ecosystems.
The review process consisted of three stages, namely, collection, selection, and review.
Data collection and selection were based on the PRISMA process diagram, which led to
the identification of twenty relevant articles for the review stage. During this stage, each
model and method used in the articles were thoroughly examined, and future research
opportunities were discussed.

The review stage revealed numerous modeling opportunities for future research.
All twenty articles relied on ordinary differential equations for their model, but there
is potential for exploring alternative mathematical modeling options, such as difference
equations, fractional differences, partial differentials, and fractional differentials, which
may be more suitable for addressing specific problems. Introducing stage structure is
another valuable option to enhance existing models, as individuals in different stage classes
exhibit distinct biological properties and capabilities. Incorporating stage structure into
predator–prey models that consider marine reserves can positively impact the resolution of
food-security issues by providing more realistic models.

In analyzing a nonlinear dynamical model, such as a fishery model, determining the
stability of a steady-state solution is regarded as one of the most important steps. Although
most research primarily utilizes the Jacobian linearization method, further research needs
to explore other linearization methods, such as approximation and exact feedback lineariza-
tion. These methods are rarely used for linearizing nonlinear models in biological and
ecological mathematical research. Moreover, optimal control research on the models from
the twenty relevant articles is currently limited to the constructed and applied control
model. To enhance biological relevance, adding an additional condition to the optimal
control problem is recommended, requiring population density to be greater than or equal
to a sufficiently large positive threshold value. The results from this research and the
suggested development provide valuable insights and knowledge in Mathematical Biology
and Ecology. Additionally, they offer alternative suggestions to policymakers for effective
management of the natural resources of fisheries, ensuring sustainability and profitability.
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